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My ten-week fellowship with the Association of Bosnian Family (BOSFAM) in Tuzla, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina has come to a close and I am astonished at how much we were 
able to accomplish at this industrious and passionate organization.  
 
We made a great deal of progress, especially with 
fundraising (described below), and this opportunity 
would not have been possible without the support of 
the Jessica Jennifer Cohen Foundation. 
 
Women are a crucial (and often underutilized) force 
in post-conflict peace building and BOSFAM is an 
inspiring example of how women in the most dire 
situations can come together across ethnic and 
religious divides to be productive, earn money for 
their families, and act as role models for the rest of 
their community as they seek to rebuild from the 
horrors of war.  
 
The final five weeks of my time in Bosnia were devoted to the following projects: 
 

• Fundraising: The ground-level workshop is the heart of the BOSFAM house, 
where most of the women based in Tuzla come to weave carpets and other 
handicrafts to sell for an income for their families and support one another 
emotionally as they deal with the traumas of war. 
 
Last year, some of the worst floods in over a century hit the region and destroyed 
the workshop. BOSFAM has been unable to afford repairs, so its capacity has 
been slashed from up to 25 women weaving each day to only 3 or 4. While in 
Bosnia, I launched a crowdfunding campaign for the workshop’s repairs. To date, 
we have raised $3,428 and are very near the amount needed for the construction 
of the first of two roofs over the workshop. 
 
Since my return, I have been actively promoting the campaign and will continue 
to do so until it is completed at the end of September. A promotional video on the 
campaign can be found here. 
 

• Reconstruction Plan: I developed a strategic reconstruction plan with The 
Advocacy Project and BOSFAM to guide the organization through this 
challenging time of reconstruction and fundraising. The plan details the needs of 
the organization through the end of the year to ensure its survival through the 



fundraising and construction phases and then sets long-term goals to focus on 
after BOSFAM is at full capacity. 
 

• BOSFAM’s Websites: After completing the organization’s website during the 
first half of my fellowship, we moved on to the handicraft shop which also needed 
a complete overhaul. Now both websites are completed and a step-by-step manual 
for each of the sites has been created so the organization can update the website 
on their own. 

 
• The 20th Anniversary: July 

11th marked the 20th 
anniversary of the Srebrenica 
genocide, a massacre that 
took the lives of many family 
members of the BOSFAM 
women. BOSFAM displayed 
about a dozen of its large 
memorial quilts that 
commemorate victims of the 
genocide at the former United 
Nations compound in 
Potocari, which then served 
as a stunning backdrop for 
the ceremony’s speakers, including former US President Bill Clinton. 

 
In addition to helping organize this exhibition, there was the more difficult task of 
simply supporting the women as a friend during this difficult and traumatic day. 
One of the women we worked with was burying her son-in-law that day and it 
was a heartbreaking, but unforgettable, experience. 
 

• Advocacy Work: Throughout the 
duration of my fellowship, I kept a record 
of my experiences with BOSFAM on 
Flickr, YouTube, and through blog posts 
with The Advocacy Project. 
 
I am continuing to promote BOSFAM’s 
work as well as the general political and 
economic situation in Bosnia with my 
networks in the United States. This week, 
my yoga studio in Blacksburg, Virginia 
hosted a fundraiser class to talk about my 
work with BOSFAM and accept donations for their fundraiser. Later next month, 
we will be hosting a Bosnian dinner fundraiser to share Bosnian food and culture 
while raising money for the workshop. I will also be posting a blog with the 
George Washington University’s Global Gender Program. 


